State Government Agencies

**CHALLENGES**

- Manual processes, spreadsheets and/or limited/distributed systems
- Physical files and limited storage
- Hard to access or use information
- Limited bandwidth
- Limited budget

**IDEAL SOLUTION**

Affordable and integrated collaboration tools, streamlined processes and insight into mission-critical information.

**DESIRED OUTCOMES**

A central, customized and flexible cloud based solution that can address these common challenges as well as the most particular ones...
Rock Solid Technologies
STREAMLINE©

“Government agencies need custom solutions fast and within budget”. Although there are common challenges, every agency is unique. Streamline provides built-in solutions to these common challenges while providing the customization capabilities agencies need to address the most particular ones. And the best part is that they can afford it.

Solution Overview
STREAMLINE© is an accelerator for public agencies that need to build custom solutions to meet their needs. It’s web technology enable to configure web portals for both internal users and external collaboration with citizens.

CORE FEATURES
- Web Portal
- Record, List Management & Reporting
- Document Management
- Notification and Alerts
- Integrations & Extensions
- Available Templates
- Workflows
- Analytics Dashboards

MICROSOFT PRODUCTS
- Microsoft Azure
- Power BI
STREAMLINE© can be customized to meet the most particular agency requirements, without the huge investment. Its component-based architecture enables organizations to start small and then grow the solution with the platform capabilities and Microsoft products integration.

STREAMLINE© Built-in dashboards are designed to provide visibility into organization performance.

Optimize your cloud consumption. STREAMLINE© + Azure allows you to implement and execute your data governance plan.

STREAMLINE© provides virtualized data with current security, performance and innovation features. Scale as you need, when you need.
STREAMLINE© was implemented in OCE in order to automate its main business process, which is the receipt and audit of monthly income and expense reports for electoral candidates. Powered by AZURE, Streamline enabled candidates to file their reports online and auditors to evaluate these reports and perform the corresponding audits through their web browser or mobile device.

Customer’s Results

- 500% increase in annual case processing in year 1
- Forecast of 100% of case backlog processed in year 2
- Major reduction in operational costs
- Business continuity during COVID-19 Emergency

Customer’s Quote

“With Streamline, OCE was able to go through a 50% reduction in personnel due to PR fiscal crisis while increasing productivity in over 500%. Without it this was simply not possible”.

Walter Vélez Martinez,
Electoral Comptroller of Puerto Rico
Contact us and learn more about how STREAMLINE© can help you state agency

Call for more information: 787.664.8950
Ask a question via email:
yramos@rocksolid.com
Learn more at: RockSolid.com